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Insight – The New WCC Image Sharing Forum
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It’s time…
website. Our own ‘In-site’ facility
we could say.

Thursday Groups
AV Group meets on 26 May
via Zoom with Colin hosting.
Contemporary
Group
reconvenes virtually on 2 June
with Tessa and Clive.
The links and details are in the
members’ area.

I recently updated everyone
about the expected closure of the
WCC Flickr Group, due to Flickr
terms and conditions changing.
This facility was closed down at
the beginning of May.
Behind the scenes, Eric and Alan
have been working hard to
provide the club with our very
own, easy-to-use, private imagesharing
forum,
within
the
Members’ Area of the WCC

Unlike Flickr, Facebook and
associated
social
media
platforms, the club has control
of a truly private group and this
has many advantages, not least
that it is insulated from the
maelstrom of unwanted outside
interference, interlopers and
excessive data-harvesting.
You don’t need to formally join
the group. All WCC members
are automatically ‘in’ and it’s
ready for you to use.
To begin with, we’re setting a
limit
of
two
Cont’d on p2
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images per person a day. This
limit is ‘by mutual consent’ and
not automated by the program.
Unlike social media you won’t
receive those annoying alerts
each time someone posts or
comments. However, this does
mean that you’ll need to
remember to look.
As well as providing feedback
and informative comments about
your pictures, the forum will be
of additional benefit to WCC
Diploma and Mentor Scheme
participants
who
wish
to
understand more about their
images.
‘Insight’ isn’t just about sharing
your pictures as questions about
photography can also be raised.
How does it work?

This
shows
album(s).

the

monthly

Click on the album image or
its name to open.

Access is by the WCC website.

Images appear as square
thumbnails with the latest
addition, top left.

Go to the Members’ Area and
log in.

To review an image, click
on it.

Here’s a simple guide…

A few moments later your image
appears upon its album page.
Add a title and if appropriate, a
brief description, then click
‘Save’.

When open, the screen
includes a box
for comments.
Do use this.
Here also, if you wish,
you can shuffle left
and right (with the
small arrows) through
the images within the
album.
Adding /
an image

By the way, here’s a tip, if you
haven’t done so already, set up a
unique password for WCC and
use a ‘save my password’ option
to speed up the logging-in
process. Confirm you’re ‘not a
robot’ (tick box) and you’re in.
Go to Groups > Insight:
Image Forum.
The forum homepage opens.

posting

Within an album,
click on the green
‘Upload New Media’ button.
When the next screen opens, go
to ‘Click or Drag & Drop to
Upload’.
After a couple of seconds your
computer folder system will
appear and you can navigate to
wherever the image is located.
Choose your image and click
‘Open’.
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You’ll notice a ‘Public’ / ‘Private’
button. As this is already a
private
group
within
the
Members’ Area it doesn’t matter
which state this button is in.
If you don’t wish to upload a
second image at this time, click
‘Done’. The image appears as
the latest addition to the album.
The procedure really is simple.
Image size for posting
Use the WCC PDI Competition
size as a guide or to a maximum
of 1920 pxls (w) x 1200 pxls
(h).
Clive Haynes

FRPS

Chairman’s news
It amazes me each time where Ruth gets all
of the information from to pull together
Photonews for all of us to enjoy; and enjoy I
certainly do! I know that Ruth has a number of regular
contributors, but it would be really good if you haven’t
shared anything before, or for a while, that you consider
a short (or indeed longer) article about what you have
been doing together with a few photos.
And talking of sharing things, I would really like to thank
Clive for promoting the new image-sharing part of the
club’s members’ site along with the ‘how-to’ guide. A
considerable amount of work has been put in by our inhouse IT experts to get this up and running. Thank you
to you all. I would certainly like to endorse Clive’s
comments about this exciting opportunity and hope with a
club membership of around 100 we can quickly get at
least half of the membership regularly sharing a few
images for pleasure or critique.
I know that Clive is not a fan of Facebook. That said, our
public page and club members’ private Facebook group
will continue to remain active, run by our club
administrators, for anyone who wants to post to those
completely different forums. It is my intention to
support both our Insight image-sharing and FB sites.
My own photography has been limited to the confines of my own home over the past couple of weeks as
we’ve been doing some building work to replace an external staircase to a first-floor home studio. The
rustic timber steps were rotten and have now been rebuilt. I nearly had a nasty accident last winter when
the top step collapsed with me on it! Thankfully the step just caught the next one down thus avoiding a
complete collapse with me ending up in the water butt directly below, probably with broken bones!
Opening up the studio again has enabled me to do some light tent work of the emerging garden
flowers; you can see a few samples here.
We are off to Madeira soon and really looking forward to
visiting a new location for us. I imagine, as always, my
camera bag will be one of the heaviest pieces of luggage!

Richard
Broomfield
LRPS
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Dates for the diary
RPS Workshops

To October Chatsworth, The Art of Burning
Man (an ad hoc event perhaps?)

Please note * Due to technical updates on
the RPS website, event bookings will be
temporarily unavailable from 31 May. Book
now to avoid disappointment. *

2 June – 16 Oct Magnum Photos: Where
Ideas are Born Compton Verney

25 June Portrait Photography
2 July Beyond
photography

Visible

Light

-

4 June The Heart of the Photograph Online
talk David duChemin. Ten powerful ideas about
the creation of more engaging photographs. RPS
DIG members free, £3 others.

IR

16 July Lightroom Creative Editing Styles
4 & 6 October Affinity for new Users

13 July Live talk, RPS Photobook Club, Bristol
Black Dog, Gavan Goulder.

On-Demand Digital - Macro & Art
And lots more here.

RPS Exhibition 162 on to 5 June, Gloucester.

Worcestershire Jubilee Events
2 June Beacons 9.45 pm lighting time.
More.
Worcs Museums events
11
June
Another
Country
documentary photography

3-5 June Gloucester Tall Ships - free to
attend, book boarding passes (£).
27-28 May Steam and Real Ale Fest GWSR

seminar,

To 18 June City of Empire to City of
Diversity: A Visual Journey free portrait
exhibition, Birmingham Library.

12 June orchid walk WWT (Booking advised)
15 June Hill Court Farm. Booking essential.

2-5 June Jubilee at Great Central Railways and
2-3 July Steampunk weekend.

16 June WWT Knapp and Papermill guided
walk Big Meadow (Book ahead).

9 July (evg) & 10 July (day) Back Home,
BCLM. Book ahead - the evening specials in
particular tend to sell out quickly.

MPF Four Winters Jem Southam. Live and Zoom
May 28 – Jun 5 Wildlife Art Society exhibition
at Twigworth, includes photography.
29 May Street Photography, John Gill RPS
DIG online talk.
12 June Cosford Air Show (advance tix only).
1-3 July Large model air show, Cosford.
Advance tickets (reduced) to 31 May.
Sudeley sculpture Safari on to October.

Do pass on events info of interest to members!
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1 June 5-8pm After Hours

Severn Valley Railway

Elizabeths go free!
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Competitions & exhibitions

(FIAP)
British Photographic Exhibitions Panoramic Art Salon closes 14
BPE exists to encourage June. (India)
photographers
to
enter Photorama Digital Sweden
exhibitions &to recognize 2022 (mono) closes 31 May.
successful entrants via the Through the Lens (India)
issue of the Crown Awards closes 16 June.
photographic
distinctions.
These and more upcoming
Exhibition members share
FIAP deadlines here.
ideas, promote each other's
exhibitions and generally
work together to promote Portrait of Humanity 5 (single
entry free, further entries feecompetitive photography.
paying. 14 July.
Do talk to other WCC members
with BPE accreditation if you are
interested (& see last edition p5). Street 22 1 free entry, 22 June
An
alert
that
Midland
Monochrome
returns
in FIIN Biodiversity closes 4 July
October.
Close-Up PotY. June 12.
Winchester 2022 closes 30
June (sooner if full).
Worcester Cathedral, 31 July

Ukraine Fundraiser
As advertised on the members’
website and WCC Facebook,
Tony Gervis FRPS gave a
presentation
of
his
travel
photography at Abberley last
week in aid of the DEC Ukraine
appeal.
Tony says:
What a super evening we all
(hopefully) had last Saturday.
9-year old Bella raised over £200
selling her home-made soap and
the donations and entry charges
raised £1345.
(See the receipt from DEC.)
Thanks to EVERYBODY
helped raise this donation.
Well done to
concerned!
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Tony

and

who

all

London monos - Nick Baldwin WSDP
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Lloyd’s Building 1
Previous page: Lloyd’s Building 2, Shard 2 & Millennium Bridge
Nick Baldwin WSDP
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The Gherkin

Nick Baldwin
WSDP

Shard 1
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Mono Mara - Jeff Steady LRPS

Two lovely studies from Jeff’s Masai Mara visit.
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Graphic mono

Two of Nigel
Reader’s lovely
mono
plant
studies.
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St
Mary's,
Edvin Loach

Gill
Haynes
LRPS says:
These are my
first experiments
with a Tintype
app.
I
think
Tintype
seems
to suit this kind
of subject.

Herefordshire tintypes

The Old Way
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Ruined church at
Edvin Loach

Gill Haynes LRPS

The Long Sleep
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Angie’s Worcestershire

A burst of colour to follow the monos - more from the local walks series from Angie Hill WSDP.
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Two lovely seasonal images from Hanbury church, by Angie Hill WSDP.
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Take five…
Photography News 99.
May MCPF newsletter in case
you missed it.
PAGB e-news 307 (17 May)
and 307 Extra with latest
adjudications. (I rather like p9 in
Extra, I’m just Chilling! - Ed)
Well worth a look if you might
be interested in going for an
award/distinction.

Explore a wide range of
contemporary photography
at MoCP.
Watch
a
flythrough
of
Tutankhamun’s tomb based
on the original 1922 photos and
records. (Visit Oxford before Feb
2023 for the exhibition.)
A (mostly sobering) collection
of 20 photos from the last
week or so around the world.

When Harry met Vanley
Sofa Session with John Bulmer
How to make a solarized
cinemagraph in Photoshop
Try out
Actions

Photoshop

Quick

Beginners’ Guide to Street
Photography

AIPAD Preview (Lensculture)
Have you explored
Severn Gallery?

the

My

In case some of those make you
downhearted, look up again and
enjoy this glorious Milky Way
gallery.

Offers
Affinity Spring Sale inc. Publisher
and… Affinity Photo 50% off
until end of May. Free trials and
14-day money-back guarantee.
Blowzy beauty, by R Bourne

Subscribe to the Picanova
newsletter (scroll down page to
bottom) to receive regular offers
on eg large canvas prints.

Miscellaneous
Diglis Fish Pass drop-in dates.
Photo-opps and perhaps an ad
hoc event?

50% off wedding collection &
40%
everything
else
at
Photobox ending today.

Friday 27th May, 2.00 pm –
4.00 pm (last entry 3.40 pm)

20% off Creative Cloud all
apps ends 24 May.

Tuesday 31st May, 2.00 pm –
4.00 pm (last entry 3.40 pm)

40%
off
Bonusprint
Photobooks if you’re quick!
Code: MAY2022 Ends today
10:59pm.

Wednesday 1st June, 2.00 pm
– 4.00 pm (last entry 3.40 pm)
Thursday 2nd June, 10.00 am
– 12.00 pm (last entry 11.40 am)

on
DSCL
Special
offers
35x12in lustre prints (£4.50 from
£6.50) until 26 May. Sign up to
newsletter for regular offers. See
full range of services here.

Thursday 2nd June, 2.00 pm –
4.00 pm (last entry 3.40 pm)
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It’s time…

…for a downy dandelion clock…
Observant Peter Willis was rewarded on his way to vote recently in Northwick with this little gem of
fluffy floral magic, only too easily passed by.

… and for Jubilation!
These right royal gems (and overleaf) were probably less easy to overlook!
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Peter Willis

Enjoy your Jubilee weekend, whatever you are doing. Do share your news & pictures! Ed.
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